VEGAZ
Not for Gamblers.
For Winners.

MEGAZ.

The Luxura VEGAZ is superb in both
design and dimensions! Every single
detail of this premium product is well
considered, newly designed and
perfectly ampliﬁes the other details.

Innovative light technology, breathtaking design and sensational quality,
that is VEGAZ. Technical development
resulted in an amazing energy efﬁciency. Smart innovations upgraded
the well appreciated features, such
as SoundAround with Bluetooth,
Climate Control and IP Control 2.
VEGAZ is MEGA, by maximum in
terms of size, as well by maximum
performance.

LED there
be light

VEGAZ deﬁnitely owns the world premiere of UV-LED technology
for high end tanning beds. Especially developed for a massive increase in performance in the decisive light spectrum. The VEGAZ
UV-LED TANNING BOOSTER sets a totally new level of facial
tanning: an immediately visibly and improved tanning effect. An
additional unique feature of this technical innovation: the LED light
is distributed completely evenly and optimally throughout the facial
area, thanks to a unique reﬂector housing.

Right back
Shoulder tanner +

VEGAZ solves every tanning challenge you’ve ever known, including
the body parts which are more difﬁcult to tan. Perfectly incorporated
into the design the integrated shoulder tanner works along with
the new visual and functional highlight on the VEGAZ: the neck
reﬂector area. Perfect tanning performances in the neck & shoulder
area guaranteed.

IP Control 2
The winning system

This Intelligent Power Control system guarantees the optimal UV
exposure of 0.3 W/m2, as prescribed by EU regulations, throughout
the entire lifespan of the lamps. IP Control extends the lifespan of the
lamps and ensures consistent optimum output throughout the entire
life cycle. Besides that, the new IP Control 2 system makes it possible to
control each lamp individually, so lamps which are farther from
the body are supplied with more power to compensate for the distance.
This ensures that every part of the body receives the same 0.3 W/m2 of
UV exposure. Moreover, this results in energy savings of up to 25 % for
operation of the lamps.

All In

Premium Maxlight

Lamp innovation is taken to a higher level with Maxlight PREMIUM
lamps, which are pioneering in every way. Thanks to the use of
special blue phosphor, PREMIUM lamps create a deep blue light within
an inventive light spectrum with optimum UVA and UVB balance.
This results in an extraordinary intense pigmentation. In addition,
Maxlight PREMIUM lamps produce a technically superior UV balance
over the entire length of the lamp, for a beautiful evenly tan.

Think twice
The light combination

VEGAZ combines the innovative Maxlight PREMIUM Blue lamps
with PREMIUM Red lamps, combining intense tanning with a touch
of skin care. The light spectrum and positioning of the blue and
red lamps are perfectly matched to ensure a beautiful, intense tan.

BIG
DATA,
big Comfort

Vegaztastic
Entertainent

Thanks to the smart innovation of a
unique new Online-Interface, wireless
communication with VEGAZ is the new
standard. Alongside software updates,
the MyLuxura Online-Portal, especially
developed for this purpose, makes a great
deal of data available within a secure
log-in area. This is of invaluable worth for
service questions, problem-free operational use and analysis. All signiﬁcant data is
ready to be downloaded immediately for
unit diagnosis. Available wherever you
are, your data is presented in a clear
overview of stats. MyLuxura
enables every
eve Luxura Vegaz to
connect to internet
over WLAN or
i
LAN. It also allows technical staff
to read-out the sunbed’s status
and set parameters
remotely when
para
standing next
ne to the sunbed by
using local myLuxura.
Even without
m
the need of an internet connection.

Sound Around Feeling
VEGAZ now lets you play wireless music
from any smartphone via Bluetooth.
There is even a special smartphone
spot in the stunning design! Just
place the phone at the head end
and you’re ready to go. The
intuitive Luxura display makes
selecting music and volume
very easy. Naturally, VEGAZ
provides stacks of full 3D
sound and a WLAN connection
for playing internet radio, etc.
In addition, the integrated Sound
Around Plus includes two pre-installed
SD cards, providing two extra internal
music channels. SoundAround Plus comes
standard with My MP3 and SmartVoice.
Pump up the volume!

What do you want? Your tanning
comfort is not only your choice with
selecting music, with VEGAZ you can
control wind & climate as well. Set a
preferred temperature for the whole
tanning session, select refreshing extras
while tanning and control the amount of
wind. Thanks to Qsens, you can enjoy a
refreshing water vapour mist, while
Xsens III scintillates your senses with a
choice of 3 beautiful scents.
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